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Income Tax Aspects of Buy-Sell
Planning Using Life Insurance,
Part II
In part II of this article by Hoon Kang,
CPA/PFS, CFP®, CLU, ChFC, discover the

tax ramifications of the cross-purchase
agreement and its significant impact on life
insurance planning.

4

Pension Protection Act of 2006
The Good, the Bad and Important
Opportunities for CPAs
Although practitioners may be aware of the
new Pension Protection Act, this summary
from James D. Warring, CPA/PFS, CFP®

provides a practical view of the Act's
highlights.

6

By Hoon Kang, CPA/PFS, CFP®, CLU, ChFC
This article, the second part of a two-part
series, is reprinted with permission from the
Journal of Financial Service Professionals,
Vol. 59, No. 4 (May 2005). Copyright ©
Society of Financial Service Professionals,
Newtown Square, PA. Distribution prohibited
without written permission from the Society.
In part I, we covered one type of buy-sell
agreement - the entity purchase - including
how income tax rules (regular and AMT) may
apply to various forms of business. In the
second part, we will discuss the second type
of agreement, the cross-purchase.

Top-Notch Speakers and Content
with a Twist: A Focus on the
Eldercare Market
Hear all about the benefits of attending this
year's AICPA PFP Conference - direct from
Conference Chair Cindy Conger, CPA/PFS,
CFP®

Tax Considerations
in General

None other than tax expert Sidney Kess, Esq.,
CPA, JD, LLM, provides a first-hand account
of the changes the Pension Act had on
Section 529 plans. Among the topics covered
are creditor protection, financial aid and
Kiddie Tax changes.
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Income Tax Aspects of Buy-Sell
Planning Using Life Insurance, Part II

In a cross-purchase agreement, each
surviving owner agrees to buy the deceased
owner's business interest. If the triggering
event is death and it is funded with life insur
ance, at the death of an owner, each surviv
ing owner/beneficiary will receive the policy
proceeds. In turn, each surviving owner has
the funds to buy the deceased owner's inter
est. In return, the estate transfers a pro rata
portion of the deceased owner's business
interest. The surviving owners end up with
100 percent of the deceased owner's
business interest.

Section 529 Plans Get Top Grades
For College Funding

2007 AICPA PFP Conference

Basic tax treatment of the cross-purchase
arrangement is similar to that of the entity
purchase arrangement: No deduction is
allowed for premiums paid on a life insurance
policy and life insurance proceeds are gener
ally received income tax free. The sale of the
decedent's business interest is treated as
capital gain to his or her estate. However,
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since the estate receives a basis step up for
the business interest sold, generally there is
no gain that results from the sale. The most
notable difference is the basis step up for the
remaining owners, since the surviving own
ers, not the business entity, are buying the
interest from the deceased owner. Again,
some exceptions to these general rules are
discussed below.

"Hot Assets"... Again
Unlike the entity purchase arrangement
where the partnership's payments for the
partner's interest in partnership property are
generally treated as distribution in liquidation
of such interest, such a transaction under the
cross-purchase arrangement is generally
treated as a sale or exchange of a capital
asset. The result is the same as the entity
purchase. The payments are taxable as capi
tal gain to the extent they exceed the part
ner's basis in the partnership interest. If the
liquidation is from a deceased partner's
estate, there is usually no gain or loss since
the decedent's basis is stepped up to the fair
market value.
As is the case with the entity purchase, the
hot assets - unrealized receivables and sub
stantially appreciated inventory (but not
goodwill) - are once again the stumbling
blocks. A payment received for a hot asset is
considered an amount realized from the sale
or exchange of property other than a capital
asset, and treated as ordinary income.
Consequently, a cash basis partnership
with large unrealized receivables (i.e., a
partnership that has not yet recognized
such receivables as income) is once again
vulnerable to a potentially significant ordinary
income exposure.

Continued on next page

Continued from page 1
Under the cross-purchase arrangement, a
purchase of the deceased owner's interest
results in an "outside basis" step up. That
is, the amount the surviving owners paid
for the deceased owner's interest is not
reflected on the balance sheet of the entity.
The sale and purchase of the business
interest takes place outside of the business
between the owners without passing
through the business "pocketbook."
One practical consequence of the outside
basis is that future collection of unrealized
receivables by the partnership can be tax
able even though a part of it was previously
taxed at the decedent's level. This is
because the payments made by the surviv
ing partners with respect to unrealized
receivables do not increase the partner
ship's basis in the receivables at the entity
level. As a result, double taxation could
eventually occur with respect to these
unrealized receivables. Furthermore, since
depreciable assets on the partnership's
books do not reflect the partners' step up
in basis, the additional depreciation based
on the higher cost basis cannot be taken.
To mitigate such problems, the partnership
can make an election under IRC Sec. 754.
This election allows an adjustment in the
basis in partnership assets for payments
made personally by the surviving partners
for the deceased partner's interest, properly
reflecting their investment, in effect, at the
entity level.

Other Tax Issues
Policy Ownership and Beneficiary. Life
insurance is an effective way to fund a
buy-sell agreement at death, but it is cru
cial to set up ownership and the benefici
ary properly to avoid adverse tax conse

quences. The cardinal rule is that the one
with the legal obligation to buy the
deceased owner's interest should be the
applicant, owner, beneficiary and premium
payer for policies insuring the lives of each
business owner. Thus, for entity purchase,
the policy owner, beneficiary and premium
payer should be the "company." Similarly,
for cross purchase, the owners of the busi
ness should be the policy owner, beneficiary
and premium payer.

A departure from this cardinal rule may
result in grave, needless tax and financial
consequences. For example, in State Farm
Life Insurance Co. v. Fort Wayne Nat'I
Bank, 474 N.E. 2d 524 (1985), a son
agreed to purchase his father's business in
return for his father's life insurance policy
proceeds. The father was listed as owner
of the contract; the son purchased the
business from the father's estate with the
proceeds. At the father's death, both the
death benefit and his business interest
were includible in the father's estate,
because the father, not the son, owned
the policy.
Transfer for Value. Because each owner
owns a policy for each of the other own
ers, one of the drawbacks of the cross-pur
chase arrangement is the potentially large
number of policies required to fund the
plan. For example, a company with five
owners requires 20 policies! A trusteed
arrangement eliminates the need for multi
ple policies under the traditional cross
purchase plan by employing a third-party
trustee (or escrow). It is simply a cross
purchase plan with a trustee as owner and
beneficiary of the policies. Under this
method, the number of policies required
coincides with the number of owners, so a

company with five owners requires five
policies. Upon the death of an owner, the
trustee collects the policy proceeds and
purchases business interest from the
deceased owner's estate. The trustee then
credits each surviving owner per the pro
rata increase in the ownership. The
deceased owner's interest in the policies
insuring the surviving owners is reallocated to
the surviving owners.
That's the good news, but while effective
in reducing the number of policies, the
trusteed agreement may trigger income
tax under the transfer-for-value rule when
there are three or more owners. The trans
fer-for-value rule provides that the death
benefit from a policy transferred for consid
eration is taxable as ordinary income to the
extent that the death proceeds exceed the
consideration paid by the transferee plus
any net premiums paid by the transferee,
subsequent to the transferor. This rule is a
departure from the general rule that life
insurance proceeds are received income
tax-free.

When the trustee reallocates the surviving
owners' policy interests from the deceased
owner to the surviving owners, it could be
construed as purchasing the decedent's
beneficial interest in the life insurance poli
cies on the other owners' lives; hence, the
policies are transferred for value to surviv
ing owners. The death benefit of policies
that are transferred for value is taxable as
ordinary income to the extent the death
benefit exceeds basis.
There are four types of persons to whom
the transfer-for-value rule does not apply
when a policy is transferred to such types:
Continued on next page
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1) the insured, 2) the partner of the insured,
3) a partnership in which the insured is also a
partner, and 4) a corporation in which the
insured is a shareholder or officer. To avoid
the transfer-for-value problem, some suggest
that a partnership (existing or newly formed
specifically to effect the buy-sell plan) should
be used as a buy-sell agreement vehicle. In
this situation, a transfer to a partner or
partnership qualifies as an exception to the
transfer-for-value rule.

Whether the creation of a partnership solely
to effect a buy-sell agreement with little or no
business assets (other than life insurance
policies) constitutes a legitimate business
purpose, is beyond the scope of this article
and subject to much discussion among tax
professionals. Notwithstanding, it is worth
mentioning that the IRS recently became
increasingly aggressive in challenging the
viability of partnerships that do not appear to
have a purpose other than tax avoidance.
Generally, a partnership needs to have a legit
imate business purpose in order for the entity
to be recognized as a partnership under state
law. In addition, for federal tax purposes, a
partnership "must be bona fide, and each
partnership transaction or series of related
transactions must be entered into for a sub
stantial business purpose" to be consistent
with the intent of Subchapter K.
Ineligibility of the S Election. The corpora
tion wishing to make an S election must meet
the definition of "small business corporation"
which requires, among other rules, that the
corporation not:
• have more than 75 shareholders
(for this purpose, husband and wife are
considered as one shareholder);

• have a nonperson as a shareholder
(other than certain estates, trusts or taxexempt organizations);

• have a nonresident alien as a
shareholder; and
• have more than one class of stock.

There is a risk of losing the S status if a set
tlement with the deceased owner's estate

results in not meeting one of the require
ments. For example, the number of sharehold
ers may increase beyond 75 or the shares
may end up in the hands of an ineligible
shareholder.

Begin the Process
By many accounts, this decade will witness
the biggest intergenerational transfer of wealth
in U.S. history. According to the Boston-based
Family Firm Institute (a non-profit trade group
for family businesses), there are about 21
million U.S. businesses, and approximately 90
percent are independently or family owned.
The Family Firm Institute's study also tells us
that only 30 percent of all family-owned busi
nesses survive into the second generation,
while about 12 percent will still be viable into
the third generation.

"There is a risk

of losing the
S status if a
settlement with

the deceased

owner’s estate
results in

not meeting
one of the

requirements."

Needless to say, addressing the retirement or
death of the current owner is of paramount
importance. The best way to ensure an orderly
transfer and continuation of these businesses
is to plan. Informed financial advisers are in a
unique position to address these concerns.
Theirs is a reward much greater than financial
—in knowing that they played a significant
role in ensuring their clients' financial
well-being.
About the Author: Hoon Kang, CPA/PFS,
CFP®, CLU, ChFC, is regional vice presi
dent for Sun Life Financial for the Pacific
Northwest territory. He works closely with
financial advisers, offering life insurance
solutions for their clients that often involve
sophisticated wealth transfer strategies
and business succession planning, as
well as nonqualified deferred compensa
tion plans. Hoon is also an adjunct faculty
member for the personal financial planning
program of City University in Bellevue,
WA., and writes and speaks on life
insurance and wealth management. •
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As CPAs
gain further
market share
in the financial
services
arena, these
new law
changes are
opportunities
to open doors
to new
business.

The Pension Protection
Act; of 2006
The Good, the Bad and Important
Opportunities for CPAs
By James D. Warring, CPA/PFS, CFP®
The Pension Protection Act of 2006 (PPA) is a
major tax law change, and as most CPA prac
titioners are aware, this legislation has a
sweeping impact on pension plans.
Simultaneously, it presents the CPA profes
sion with abundant opportunities.
With hundreds of pages of content to digest,
and a client base that must be educated and
informed, CPAs who work in the financial
services arena must consider the "good," the
"bad" and the "ugly," while also exploring a
number of worthwhile opportunities that the
new law presents to our profession.

6. Default Investment Fiduciary Relief — The
plan fiduciary of an ERISA 404(c) Plan has
protection from participants who fail to
select investment shares if the plan meets
new (yet to be drafted) Department of Labor
rules and provides participant notice.

7. Cash Balance/Hybrid Plans —These are
not age discriminatory if they meet cer
tain conditions; a lump sum may equal a
hypothetical account balance.

8. PBGC Missing Participant Program —
Extended to cover terminated defined
contribution (DC) plans and defined bene
fit (DB) plans of professional employers.

9. Expanded Eligible Rollover Distribution —

Ten "Good" Parts of
the PPA
1. EGTRRA Permanency — Higher
benefit/contribution limits, easier 401 (k)
testing and a repeal of the multiple
use test.

2. Roth 401 (k)s — Originally available in
2006, Roth 401 (k)s were made perma
nent, so they are now more attractive for
employers to offer.

3. Automatic 401 (k) Enrollment — Allows
automatic employee enrollment by
employer unless the employee elects
otherwise. This also preempts state law
restrictions on such "negative elections,"
which helps protect employers.

4. Qualified Automatic Contribution —
Plans automatically satisfy Actual Deferral
Percentage (ADP), Actual Contribution
Percentage (ACP) and Top Heavy Tests.
Safe Harbor match is at 3 to 6 percent
minimum and the non-elective contribu
tion must be 100 percent vested after two
years of service.

5. Eligible Investment Advice — A fiduciary
adviser, such as a bank, insurance company,
broker or registered investment adviser
(RIA) may charge fees to plan participants
if certain conditions are met.
PFP PLANNER —Nov/Dec 2006

A non-spouse beneficiary can elect direct
rollover to an IRA. A direct rollover to a
Roth IRA is subject to current tax and lim
ited to taxpayers within current Roth limi
tation rules (e.g., $100,000 AGI).

10. Combined DB/DC Deduction Limit —
The 25-percent-of-eligible-pay limit
excludes contributions for all DB plans
covered by the PBGC.

Five "Bad" Aspects
1. Accelerated Vesting for DC Plans —
100-percent vesting after three years of
service (previously five) or six-year graded.
This includes a two- to six-year schedule
(previously three to seven years) for all
employer contributions, non-elective and
matching. Previously, this applied to
matching only.

2. Accelerated Vesting for Cash Balance
Plans — 100 percent vesting after three
years of service (previously was the same
as DC plans per above).

3. DB Minimum Funding — Replaces
existing Funding Standard Account with
single method to fully fund plans over no
more than seven years.

4. Annual Participant Notice — All DB
plans must disclose the plan's funding,
investments and other matters annually,
regardless of funded status.

Continued on next page

AICPA conference

AICPA Personal Financial
Planning Conference
Step away from your daily routine and attend the AICPA National Personal Financial

Planning Conference, where you’ll spend four days focusing solely on growth opportunities for
your personal financial planning practice.

JANUARY 7-10,2007

Growth can be fueled in a number of ways. It may be a rising trend or natural circumstance that
brings clients your way, such as a rising number of clients turning to you for advice about Social

Rio All-Suite Hotel & Casino
Las Vegas, NV

Security, estate planning, retirement and other areas of their financial lives. Get the knowledge
you need from our expert speakers and reap the benefits of this burgeoning niche market.
Of course, a true business-minded professional knows the quickest way to grow a business is
through smart marketing, branding and media initiatives — the core of our program and the

Pre-Conference Optional
Workshops and Vendor
Sessions: Sunday, January 7

Main Conference
begins at 4:00 pm on
Sunday, January 7

mindset you’ll have when you get back to the office.

Growing a business is not without challenges. Register today — our experts are prepared to
provide you with insight and best practices to meet them head on.

Who Should Attend?

Partners and sole practitioners and their staffs in public

accounting firms, financial planners, investment managers, CPAs

Conference Keynote Speakers:
Sponsors

Gold:

PAYCHEX
Emerald:

BEAR
STEARNS
Bronze:
RAYMOND JAMES
INVESTMENT ADVISORS DIVISION

Register by 11/24/06

SAVE $75

AICPA

Ron Chernow
A prominent author, lecturer, book
reviewer, essayist and television and radio
commentator, Ron Chernow is a familiar
figure on the lecture circuit. His book
Alexander Hamilton won many prestigious
awards, including three months on the
New York Times bestseller list.

David Solie
For more than 20 years Mr. Solie
has created and been the primary
instructor for a variety of educational
courses for the insurance and financial
services industry. He currently serves
as the Medical Director of Life
Insurance division for Marsh Private
Client Services.

Christopher Thornberg

Thornberg is Principal and Founder of
Beacon Economics, a consulting firm
that specializes in regional economic
forecasting, market analyses and litigation
services. He’s been involved in critical
economic studies, including the NAFTA
treaty, the California power crisis and the
9/11 attacks.

www.cpa2biz.com/conferences
888.777.7077
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agenda AICPA Personal Financial Planning Conference

FIELDS OF STUDY: BMO-BUSINESS MANAGEMENT & ORGANIZATION CS-COMPUTER SCIENCE MKT-MARKETING PHR-PERSONNEL/HR
SKA-SPECIALIZED KNOWLEDGE & APPLICATION T-TAX

Topics, Speakers and Fields of Study are subject to change.

SUNDAY, JANUARY 7 PRE-CONFERENCE OPTIONAL WORKSHOPS
Registration & Message Center Open
Concurrent Optional Workshops (Select one) (additional fee)
101 Planning and Developing a Career Track PHR
102 Advanced Solutions from Advanced Planners:
ACPAFP’s Two Tempting Techniques & Twenty
Timely Tips SKA
12:00 pm-1:00 pm Exclusive Free Marketing Workshop for CPA/PFS
Credential Holders Only
201 Sourcing Premier Clients: Simple Tactics to
Develop Effective Referral Networks and Attract “A”
and “B” Clients MKT
12:00 pm-1:15 pm Concurrent Vendor Sessions (Select one) (Complimentary)
202 Intelligent Life Insurance Solutions —
Right for Your Client, Right for You SKA
203 Trusts and Financial Planning SKA
204 Critical Keys to Financial Planning for Business
Owners SKA
1:00 pm -2:30 pm Free Workshop for AICPA PFP Section Members Only
205 Talking to the Media is Easy...Selling Your Story to
the Media — That’s the Hard Part — A Practical Media
PitchingWorkshop MKT
1:15 pm -1:30 pm Change Break
1:30 pm-2:45 pm Concurrent Vendor Sessions (Select one) (Complimentary)
206 Succession Capital — A New Asset Class T
207 Investment Advisor Compliance for Accountants SKA
208 How to Serve Your Clients Properly — Tools of the
Trade and How to Utilize Them to Make the Best
Decisions for Your Clients SKA
2:45 pm - 4:00 pm Town Hall Meeting SKA
12:00 pm -4:00 pm Exhibit Hall Open
& 5:30 pm - 6:30 pm

8:00 am - 6:00 pm
9:00 am -12:00 pm

MONDAY, JANUARY 8 MAIN CONFERENCE - DAY TWO
7:00 am-5:10 pm
7:00 am - 8:00 am
8:00 am - 9:00 am

9:00 am - 9:45 am
9:45 am -11:00 am

11:00 am -11:10 am
11:10 am -12:25 pm

12:25 pm-1:30 pm

1:30 pm -1:40 pm
1:40 pm - 2:55 pm

SUNDAY, JANUARY 7 MAIN CONFERENCE - DAY ONE
4:00 pm - 4:15 pm
4:15 pm - 5:30 pm

5:30 pm - 6:30 pm

Welcome Remarks
Cindy Conger, Cynthia L. Conger, CPA, PA, Little Rock, AR
Keynote Address
1 Alexander Hamilton SKA
Ron Chernow, Distinguished Historian and Commentator,
New York, NY
Welcome Reception in the Exhibit Area
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2:55 pm - 3:40 pm
3:40 pm-5:10 pm

5:30 pm - 6:30 pm

Registration & Message Center Open
Continental Breakfast and Vendor Display
General Session
2 The Secret Mission of Baby Boomer SKA
David Solie, Marsh Private Client Services,
Woodland Hills, CA
Morning Refreshment Break & Vendor Display
Concurrent Sessions (Select one)
3 Social Security: Today’s Questions —
Tomorrow’s Forecast SKA
4 Financial Literacy — It Must Be Your Priority SKA
5 How Not to Lose Your Clients in a Business
Sale SKA
6 Financial Planning for International Clients T
Change Break
Concurrent Sessions (Select one)
7 The Secret Mission of Older Adults’ Insights and
Tools for Financial Professionals SKA
8 Legal Documents for Eldercare T
9 Strategies for Maximizing Client Retirement
Planning Consulting Opportunities SKA
10 How to Set up a Multi-Family Office BM0
Lunch and Lunch Presentation
L1 Presentation on Upcoming AICPA Study BM0
Rebecca Pomering, Moss Adams LLP, Seattle, WA
Change Break
Concurrent Sessions (Select one)
11 Portfolio Asset Allocation for a Secure
Retirement SKA
12 Suddenly Single SKA
13 How to Evaluate a Hedge Fund SKA
14 Gotcha’s and Ah-ha’s of Going Paperless —
How to Streamline Your Office Without Stressing
Your Staff CS
Afternoon Refreshment Break & Vendor Display
Concurrent Sessions (Select one)
15 Advising the Retirement Plan SKA
16 The Fama-French Three Factor Model:
An Alternative to Traditional Asset Allocation SKA
17 Mathematics of Gifting & Inter Vivos Sales T
18 Marketing and Branding Your Practice MKT
Networking Reception for PFS Holders

Conference

agenda AICPA Personal Financial Planning Conference
WEDNESDAY, JANUARY 10 MAIN CONFERENCE - DAY FOUR

TUESDAY, JANUARY 9 MAIN CONFERENCE - DAY THREE
Registration & Message Center Open
Continental Breakfast and Vendor Display
Concurrent Breakfast Sessions (Select one)
301 Health Savings Account as a Benefit Plan
Option SKA
302 Women-Owned Businesses BM0
303 Incorporating Sound Property and Casualty Risk
Management Techniques into a Financial Planning
Practice SKA
7:50 am - 8:00 am Change Break
8:00 am - 9:00 am General Session
19 Now Entering the Future — Be Prepared to
Change SKA
David Pearce Snyder, Bethesda, MD
9:00 am - 9:45 am Morning Refreshment Break & Vendor Display
9:45 am -11:00 am Concurrent Sessions (Select one)
20 Critical Decisions: The Promise and Peril of
“Aging in Place” SKA
21 Institutional Giants: Do You Know Where Your
Risk Is? SKA
22 Preparing for an Audit: Everyday Preparation for
the Inevitable Regulatory Exam SKA
23 Preparing the Next Generation SKA
11:00 am -11:10 am Change Break
11:10 am -12:25 pm Concurrent Sessions (Select one)
24 Working with Aging Boomers SKA
25 Marketing and Branding Your Practice MKT
26 Personal Financial Planning Software Update CS
27 Looking Global in Bonds! SKA

7:00 am - 5:00 pm
7:00 am - 8:00 am
7:00 am - 7:50 am

12:25 pm-1:00 pm Luncheon
1:00 pm -1:30 pm Luncheon Presentation
L2 Our Achievements and Next Steps of CPA Financial
Planners — Executive and Credential Committee
Chair Reports SKA
Joel Framson, Immediate Past Chair, AICPA PFP
Executive Committee
Robert Jazwinski, Chair, AICPA PFS Credential Committee
1:30 pm -1:40 pm Change Break
1:40 pm-3:10 pm Concurrent Sessions (Select one)
28 Fiduciary Responsibility: A Practical Discussion on
Delivering a Fiduciary Standard of Care SKA
29 Advanced Planning for IRAs & Other
Qualified Plans T
30 Let’s Talk Taxes — Straight Talk — No Translator
Needed T
31 Advanced Insurance Planning 301 SKA
3:10 pm-4:00 pm Afternoon Refreshment Break & Vendor Display
4:00 pm - 5:00 pm Keynote Presentation
32 The Fragile Economy SKA
Christopher Thornberg, Beacon Economics and Former
Economist with UCLA Anderson Forecast,
Los Angeles, CA

7:00 am -11:45 am Registration & Message Center Open
7:00 am - 8:00 am Continental Breakfast & Vendor Display
7:00 am - 7:50 am
Concurrent Early Riser Sessions (Select one)
304 Real Estate & Life Insurance in IRAs T
305 Collectibles in Estate Planning T
306 Fiduciary Responsibilities SKA
7:50 am - 8:00 am Change Break
8:00 am - 9:30 am General Session
33 Deep China: Finding Rhythm Under The Chaotic
Surface SKA
Donald Tang, Bear Stearns & Co., Inc., Los Angeles, CA
9:30 am-10:15 am Morning Refreshment Break & Vendor Display
10:15 am-11:45 am Concurrent Sessions (Select one)
34 Don’t Put All Your Eggs in One Basket! Yea, but
What Baskets Should I Use and How Much Should I
Put into Each? SKA
35 Top 3 Challenges in Managing a Financial
Planning Practice BM0
36 Working with Dementia & Other
Cognitive Disorders SKA
11:45 am
Conference Adjourns

Don’t Miss This Exceptional
Opportunity to Network
with Your PFP Community!
The AICPA Annual PFP Conference is the prime occasion to collaborate
with your peers, share information about best practices and learn about
opportunities that can enhance your success as a financial planner.
• The interactive Town Hall Meeting provides you the chance to discuss your
viewpoints with members of the AICPA’s management team and Chairmen of the
PFP Executive Committee and PFS Credential Committee as well as discuss your
practice management issues with your peers in roundtable sessions.
• The Personal Financial Specialist (PFS) Networking Reception is an exclusive event
for PFS credential holders to join together with the some of the country's leading
financial planning experts.
• The AICPA PFP Section Membership and PFS credential trade booth, which is
located in the exhibit hall, can inform you of ways to maximize the value you
receive as a PFP Section member and make you aware of the many advantages

of being a PFS credential holder.

Save $50 on the Conference Registration Price.

Members of the PFP Section and PFS credential holders are provided
with a conference discount as a special benefit that is included with
their membership.
Take advantage of this discount and participate in the profession’s
foremost financial planning event of the year!
• PFP Section
Specialist

Personal

Financial

Planning

Personal Financial Planning Section

information

Registration
4 WAYS TO REGISTER FAST

FAX*: 1-800-870-6611 or 1-201-938-3108
MAIL: Complete and mail the form to:
AICPA Conference Registration, PO Box 2210, Jersey City, NJ 07303-2210

ONLINE*: www.cpa2biz.com/conferences
PHONE*: 1-888-777-7077 or 1-201-938-3000

*Credit card registration only (AICPA VISA® Credit Card, American Express? Diners Club®, Discover? MasterCard® or VISA®)

HOTEL AND GROUND TRANSPORTATION INFORMATION

RECOMMENDED CPE CREDIT
Up to 24 (main conference); 3 (optional workshops); 3 (PFS workshop);
3 (vendor sessions)
This conference was prepared in accordance with the Joint AICPA/NASBA Statement on
Standards for Continuing Professional Education (CPE) Programs effective on January 1,
2002. The recommended CPE Credits are in accordance with these standards; however, your
individual state board is the final authority on the acceptance of programs for CPE credit.

CONFERENCE FEE
Registration fees are determined by current membership status in the PFP/PFS/Tax Section
of the AICPA. Please indicate member number on the registration form to obtain the correct
discount. Fee for conference includes all sessions, conference materials, continental breakfasts,
refreshment breaks, luncheons and reception. Fee for optional workshops include all session
materials, refreshment breaks and receptions. Registration for groups of 2 or more individuals
per organization may qualify for group discounts. Please visit www.cpa2biz.com/conferences
for more information. Groups of 10 or more individuals per organization may qualify for
additional discounts, please email service@aicpa.org for more information and indicate
“Group Conference Sales” in the subject line of your email.
Please note: There is no smoking during the conference sessions.

Suggested attire: Business casual.
Prices, Topics, Fields of Study and Agenda are subject to change without notice.

AIRLINE INFORMATION
The AICPA has a special arrangement with Carlson Wagonlit Travel — The Leaders
Group to assist you with your travel arrangements. This travel agency may be reached
at 1-800-345-5540. Please check www.cpa2biz.com/conferences for updated
airline information.

CAR RENTAL
Hertz Car Rental — AICPA Member Discounts: Call 1 -800-654-2240 Ref. Code

CV#021H0013.

Program Code: PFP07
CANCELLATION POLICY
Full refunds will be issued if written cancellation requests are received by 12/17/06. Refunds,
less a $100 administrative fee, will be issued on written requests received before 12/31/06. Due
to financial obligations incurred by AICPA, no refunds will be issued on cancellation requests
after 12/31/06. For further information, call AICPA Service Center at 1 -888-777-7077.

Registration

Airline and car rental discounts are available only when you or your travel agent book through
the 1 -800 number. We strongly advise you to confirm your conference registration and hotel
reservation prior to making your travel plans. The AICPA is not liable for any penalties incurred if
you cancel/change your airline reservations. Rates are subject to availability.

form
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MEMBERSHIP INFORMATION
Very important—please be sure to complete.

AICPA Member?

Contact the hotel directly to obtain their policy on reservations, deposits and cancellations. Rooms
will be assigned on a space-available basis only. Note, this conference is expected to sell out, so
please make hotel arrangements as soon as possible. To receive our special group rates mention
and that you will be attending the AICPA Personal Financial Planning Conference.
Hotel Phone: (702) 777-7777
Rio All-Suite Hotel & Casino
3700 W. Flamingo
Hotel Reservations: (888) 746-6955
Hotel Room Rate: $199 single/double
Las Vegas, NV 89103
Hotel Reservation Cutoff Date: December 9,2006
Ground Transportation — to and from the hotel and airport (please note: rates and times
are approximate)
Taxi Service: $20-25 each way (10-15 minutes)
Shuttle Service: $5-6 per person/one way (45 minutes)
Hotel Parking: Free parking

□ Yes □ No

Membership No. (Required for discount prices)

Select one from each time period. To ensure that adequate seating is reserved for the conference sessions,
you must complete this section in advance of the conference.

PFP Section/PFS Designee/Tax Section? □ Yes □ No

MONDAY, JANUARY 8

Concurrent Sessions

NICKNAME FOR BADGE

9:45 am - 11:00 am
11:10 am - 12:25 pm
1:40 pm -2:55 pm
3:40 pm - 5:10 pm

□3
□7
□11
□ 15

BUSINESS TELEPHONE

TiTLE

E-MAIL ADDRESS

REGISTRATION INFORMATION
Please photocopy this form for additional registrants. If the information on your label is incorrect, please complete the following:

LAST NAME

FIRST NAME

Ml

□4
□8
□ 12
□ 16

□5
□9
□ 13
□ 17

TUESDAY, JANUARY 9

Concurrent Sessions

7:00 am - 7:50 am
9:45 am - 11:00 am
11:10 am - 12:25 pm
1:40 pm - 3:10 pm

□ 301
□ 20
□ 24
□ 28

□
□
□
□

302
21
25
29

□ 303
□ 22
□ 26
□ 30

WEDNESDAY, JANUARY 10

Concurrent Sessions

7:00 am - 7:50 am
10:15 am -11:45 am

□ 304
□ 34

□ 305
□ 35

□6
□ 10
□ 14
□ 18

□ 23
□ 27
□ 31

□ 306
□ 36

FIRM NAME OR AFFILIATION

STREET ADDRESS

SUITE

PAYMENT INFORMATION

POBOX

Full payment must accompany registration form.

My check for $payable to AICPA is enclosed.
STATE

CITY

CONFERENCE FEES

ZIP

OR Please bill my credit card for $.

†If you don't presently have an

Please circle appropriate rate.

PFP Section/PFS Designee/ AICPA
Tax Section Member
Member
□ M02 Early Bird Registration
$820
$870
MAIN CONFERENCE

Nonmember

□ AICPA VISA® Credit Card†
□ Discover®

□ American Express®

□ MasterCard®

□ Diners Club®

□ VISA®

$1,145

$150
N/A
N/A

EXP. DATE

CARD NO.

BILLING NAME

SIGNATURE

In accordance with the Americans with Disabilities Act, do you have any special needs?

□ Yes

□ No

PERSONAL FINANCIAL PLANNING SECTION — November/December 2006
6CPA2-417

(If yes, you will be contacted.)

call 1-866-CPA-VISA for more
information or to apply for the card.

$1,070

SAVE $75 by 11/24/06

□ M01 Regular Registration
$895
$945
PRE-CONFERENCE W0RK$H0PS — SUNDAY, JANUARY 7
9:00 am -12:00 pm (Select one) (additional fee)
□ 101
□ 102
$150
$150
12:00 pm -1:00 pm (PFS Credential Holders only)
□ 201
complimentary
N/A
1:00 pm - 2:30 pm (PFS Section Members only)
□ 205
complimentary
N/A
PRE-CONFERENCE VENDOR SESSIONS — SUNDAY, JANUARY 7
12:00 pm -1:15 pm (Select one)
□ 202 □ 203 □ 204
complimentary
1:30 pm - 2:45 pm (Select one)
□ 206 □ 207 □ 208
complimentary

AICPA VISA® Credit Card, please

Continued from previous page

5 . ERISA Bond Requirement —
Increased from $500,000 to $1
million for plans holding employer
securities.

Three "Ugly"
Considerations
1. DB Plan Benefit Restrictions —
Plans funded less than 80 percent
cannot improve benefits without
making additional contributions.
Plans funded above 60 percent, but
less than 80 percent, may make
limited payouts above annual annu
ities. Plans funded less than 60 per
cent may only pay annuities, may
not pay any lump sums and must
cease all benefit accruals.

2. Employee Notice — A notice to
employees of any of the above
restrictions is required within 30
days following plan restriction
applicability.

3. Minimum DB Lump Sums —
replaces 30-year Treasury rate
with a three-tiered interest rate
approach, phased in at 20 percent/year for 2008 through 2012.

"Many" Abundant
Opportunities
Potential for RIAs to Increase AUM.
For CPA financial planners who per
form services as registered invest
ment advisers (RIAs), the automatic
enrollment provisions should prove
beneficial. As the level of participa
tion increases via automatic enroll
ment, assets under management
(AUM) for RIAs, surely, also will
increase. As performance over the
long term is enhanced, investing par
ticipants' pension assets in prudent
default asset allocation models, yet
to be defined, should also increase
AUM. Furthermore, the qualified
automatic contribution provisions
designed to help participants save
more for retirement should help CPAs
acting as RIAs increase their AUM.

CPAs as Fiduciary Advisers. For
CPAs who provide financial planning
services, the definition of "fiduciary
adviser" should prove to be benefi
cial. One of the definitions in the law
requires a statement that the adviser
is acting as a "fiduciary of the plan."
Most large brokerage firms and
banks will elect against making
this declaration, which leaves
the CPA as the obvious choice
for the assignment.
CPAs are becoming known as the
dominant trusted adviser, and more
companies will turn to our profession
to help participants make appropriate
choices for their financial future.
Putting their clients' interests first is
intrinsic to the CPA ethic, so acting
as a fiduciary adviser will be a
natural fit.
The Move to Cash Balance Plans.
As employers move toward cash
balance plans, such as defined contri
bution and 401k plans, many experts
predict the Pension Protection Act
will dampen the use of more tradi
tional defined benefit plans. To lower
risk exposure, corporate America is
in the process of a major movement
toward cash balance plans. For
example, many large companies
recently announced either the end of
their defined benefit plans or that
their plan contributions were frozen.
As clients and participants become
more responsible for their own
destiny, the movement will ultimately
increase the need for CPA financial
planners to assist with retirement
planning.

should do with their current pension
plan design, and whether a switch is
warranted, will provide value to the
client relationship.

Communication is Key
Under the PPA, there are many
opportunities for the CPA. At this
time of such a major tax law change,
we should be grateful to Congress for
the opportunity to serve. For the ben
efit of the profession, we should
communicate with our clients on the
financial implications. As we assist
clients with their important decisions,
we should provide value. As CPAs
gain further market share in the
financial services arena, these new
law changes are opportunities to
open doors to new business.

About the Author: James D.
Warring, CPA/PFS, CFP®, is a
shareholder in Rubino ft McGeehin
Chartered in Bethesda, MD,
where he directs the firm's wealth
management affiliate, R&M Wealth
Management Services, LLC. Jim is
a member of the Editorial Advisory
Board for The Planner. Contact him
at jwarring@rubino.com. Special
thanks to Craig Howell ft Renee
Walton at Benefit Street
(www.BenefitStreet.com) for their
contributions to this article. •

Audit Certification Opportunity.
Who besides a CPA will perform the
audit certification of the computer
models used to provide financial
advice? Most likely, CPAs will be
selected for this undertaking. For
CPAs who perform third-party
administration (TPA) services, the
Act adds more complexity to an
already very complex area of the law.
Educating clients on what they
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Section 529 Plans Get Top Grades
For College Funding
By Sidney Kess, Esq., CPA, JD, LLM
The Pension Protection Act of 2006,
recently signed into law, permanently
extends the current tax benefits of 529
college savings plans, which have been
significantly changed since their inception
in 1996. As a result, these plans can play
a role in long-term planning for college
funding and are an important selling tool
for financial planners. To fully understand
the importance of this development, it's
important to know the background.

Section 529 of the Internal Revenue Code
was created in 1996, allowing states to
set up plans that qualified for certain tax
breaks. What's more, these tax benefits
were available to everyone, regardless of
income. Any investment income earned
inside a 529 plan would not be subject to
current income tax. Instead, any earnings
would be taxed upon withdrawal. If the
money was used to pay higher educational
expenses, taxes would be owed by the
student rather than by the parent. The
student likely will be in a lower bracket
than the parent, so 529 plans offered a tax
reduction, as well as a deferral, in most
cases.
To qualify for this favorable tax treatment,
money withdrawn from 529 plans could
be used to pay for tuition, books, fees,
and certain room and board charges.
Undergraduate and graduate school costs
were eligible.

From Good to Better
The 2001 tax law enhanced the tax bene
fits of 529 plans. As of 2002, withdrawals
became tax-free if they were used for
higher education.

That law also standardized a 10 percent
penalty on taxable withdrawals from
Section 529 plans, which would be
imposed if earnings are withdrawn and
not spent on education. The rules on
account rollovers (to other plans) and
transfers (to other beneficiaries) were
eased. In addition, the 2001 law allowed
PFP PLANNER — Nov/Dec 2006

private colleges (or groups of private col
leges) to create 529 programs.
The catch? The 2001 tax breaks were
scheduled to expire after 2010, along with
many other portions of the 2001 law. As a
result, money invested in 2005 for a 10year-old boy might lead to taxable income,
rather than tax-free income, when that
child went to college. Moreover, the calcu
lation could be confusing because distribu
tions from a 529 plan could be partially
taxable and partially tax-free, depending
on the ratio of earnings and contributions.

This uncertainty effectively restrained
investments in 529 plans. Such plans
work particularly well for younger children,
who will have many years to benefit from
tax-free buildup. However, younger chil
dren would be attending college after
2010, when the taxation of distributions
was unknown.

Creditor Protection
Other questions hampered the growth of
529 plans. For example, is the money in
these accounts protected from creditors?

The Bankruptcy Abuse Prevention and
Consumer Protection Act of 2005 provided
that funds contributed to 529 plans more
than two years prior to a bankruptcy filing
are beyond the reach of creditors. Note
that funds contributed more than one year,
but less than two years before filing for
bankruptcy, are protected up to $5,000
per beneficiary.
To enjoy protection, the 529 plan benefici
ary must be a child, grandchild, stepchild
or step-grandchild. Therefore, parents and
grandparents can contribute to 529
accounts, knowing that significant
creditor protection has been established
by federal law.

Financial Aid
Yet another issue clouded the outlook for
529 plans. If John and Mary Smith creat
ed a 529 account for their daughter Kim,

was that account a "student asset?" If so,
35 percent of the account value would be
part of the expected family contribution,
lowering the amount of federal financial
aid Kim might be offered.

The Deficit Reduction Act of 2005
resolved this concern. Under that law,
all 529 plans are not considered student
assets for purposes of financial aid. In
fact if the student is the account owner,
a 529 account won't be included at all
when determining a family's expected
financial contribution.

However, making the student the account
owner means the student will have unlim
ited access to those funds after coming of
age, at age 18 in some states. Parents
may prefer to keep 529 accounts in a par
ent's name to retain control. The effect on
financial aid probably will be modest
because parental assets are assessed,
for financial aid purposes, no higher than
5.64 percent.

Kiddie Tax Changes
Another positive development for 529
plans was included TIPRA of 2005 (which
became law in 2006). Although 529 plans
were not directly affected, there was a
major indirect benefit. The age for avoid
ing the so-called "Kiddie Tax" was raised
to 18 from 14, a change that was made
retroactive to the beginning of 2006.

Under the Kiddie Tax rules, the investment
income of young children is taxed at the
parents' rate, once such income exceeds
a certain amount: $1,700 in 2006. Up
to that limit, investment income is
favorably-taxed.
Previously, parents who were planning for
college funding could transfer relatively
large amounts of investment assets to
children 14 and older. Profits would be
lightly taxed; long-term capital gains, for
example, might be taxed at only 5 percent
if taken by a 14-year-old.

Continued on next page

With the PPA, such tax-reduction strategies
have been pushed back to age 18. Custodial
accounts for younger children no longer
make as much sense, if those accounts pro
duce more than $1,700 per year in income.
As custodial accounts wane in appeal, the
popularity of 529 plans probably will
increase because the latter vehicles offer
tax-free accumulation.

Highest Marks
As indicated above, the tax changes initiated
by the 2001 tax law have become permanent.
Therefore, parents who are investing for their
children's college education can put money into
529 plans and be assured that any earnings will
be tax-free, if used for higher education.
Most states now offer 529 plans and many
parents will consider investing with their
home state. State tax deductions may make
such a choice worthwhile.

Yet another alternative to investigate is the
Independent 529 Plan, which covers more
than 250 private colleges around the coun
try, including some of the nation's top insti
tutions. TIAA-CREF administers this plan and
manages its investments.
The Independent 529 Plan is a prepaid tuition
plan, meaning that money invested in this plan
is guaranteed to grow at the same rate as
tuition at the chosen college. In fact, all of the
colleges participating in the Independent 529
Plan are required to discount their tuition by at
least 0.5 percent per year.

Suppose, for example, John and Mary Smith
make a contribution to the Independent 529
Plan for their daughter Kim when she is
three years old. Fifteen years later, Kim
enrolls in a private university that offers a 1
percent tuition discount through this plan.
In this scenario, Kim will be entitled to a 15 per
cent tuition discount (1 percent times 15 years)
when she applies her Independent 529 Plan

certificate to tuition at her chosen university.
Money placed into this plan can be used at any
of the participating schools and there's no need
to make a selection in advance.
For more information on all state 529 plans,
visit www.savingforcollege.com. Information
on the Independent 529 Plan can be found at
www. independent529plan. org.
About the Author: Sidney Kess, Esq.,
CPA, JD, LLM, is consulting editor of CCH
Incorporated's Financial and Estate Planning
Reporter, and consultant for the CCH Estate
Planning Guide. He is chairman of the advi
sory board of Tax Hotline and is a member
of the PPC Tax Action Panel, and has edited
a column on "Tax Tips" for the New York
Law Journal for the past 37 years. Mr. Kess
edits the AICPA's CPA Client Bulletin and
CPA Client Tax Letter. He has also written
several AICPA tax workshops, audio and
video programs, and is the recipient of the
AICPA Distinguished Lecturer Award. •

2007 AICPA PFP Conference
Top-Notch Speakers and Content with a Twist:
A Focus on the Eldercare Market
By Cindy Conger, CPA/PFS, CFP®

Change is good! In our ever-present quest to
improve and build on our past successes,
we took a look at the upcoming 2007 AICPA
Personal Financial Planning (PFP) Conference
to think about ways in which we could
make it even more relevant to today's CPA
financial planners.
With the evolving financial situations of the
aging 'baby boomer' generation comes the
need for services that address the issues
they face — many of those services come
in the form of Eldercare. With this additional
focus, the 2007 PFP Conference gives atten
dees an opportunity to look at client services
beyond the number-crunching and analysis
in financial planning.

While we have some great cutting-edge
technical topics, we are also planning some
terrific content that involves the full spec
trum of any financial planner's practice.

Author Ron Chernow will discuss his fascinat
ing biography, Alexander Hamilton, that talks
about how the U.S. banking and stock market
systems were set up to enable future growth.
Many attendees at last year's PFP conference
were disappointed when Mr. Chernow had to
cancel due to his wife's illness.
The opening general session on Monday,
Jan. 8 will target an attractive market seg
ment with David Solie, author of How to Say
It to Seniors, providing pointers on how to
talk to and better relate with Baby Boomers.

Many other speakers will address current
content that appeals to any CPA financial
planner or CPA/PFS delivering related services:
• Dale Walters, CPA/PFS, will conduct a
session on cross-border planning that will
deal with tax and planning implications
when you have a client who lives in one
country, but is a citizen of another.

• Lyle Benson, CPA/PFS, will speak on
"How to Set Up a Multi-Family Office."
• Bob Keebler, CPA, is back this year to do
a session on advanced estate planning
that will help with decision rules for with
drawal rates from IRAs. His sessions are
always full of practical guidance and are
very highly rated.
• A new session this year will deal with
clients who suddenly find themselves sin
gle; Are there gender related differences
in advice we provide? Are there differ
ences if that person is under age 55 ver
sus an older client?
• A panel discussion focuses on what the
different state CPA societies are doing to
promote financial literacy.

• Investment topics will cover evaluating
hedge funds, and putting together a fixed
Continued on next page
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Continued from page 1
income portfolio in today's interest
rate environment.
• Several sessions will exclusively
target seniors. Attendees of
"Aging in Place" will learn what
this means, how you help clients
prepare for their senior years and
what advisers need to know when
working with this client segment.
In addition, Dr. Ruth Czirr will con
duct a session on recognizing
when clients might have a cogni
tive disorder, such as dementia.

Of course, we'll also have some
great practice management sessions,
including "Moving to a Paperless
Office" and "How to Survive an SEC
Audit," as well as presentations on
marketing and branding your finan
cial planning practice.

On behalf of the PFP Conference
Planning Committee, I think you'll
find there are so many interesting
topics and sessions that you'll just
have to send more than one person
from your firm or company. I look
forward to seeing you in Las Vegas
in January.

Cindy Conger, CPA/PFS, CFP®, is
president and CEO of Cynthia L
Conger, CPA, PA in Little Rock, AR.
She has practiced as a financial
planner/wealth manager in Little
Rock for 23 years, and has been
recognized by Worth magazine as
one of the top financial planners in
the country since 1998. For the
past three years, Worth named
her one of the top 100 Wealth
Advisers in the United States.
She is chairperson of the AICPA's
Personal Financial Planning
Conference in January 2007. •

AICPA PERSONAL FINANCIAL PLANNING CONFERENCE
Jan. 7-10, 2007
Rio All-Suites Hotel and Casino

Las Vegas, Nevada
Tax Section or PFP members receive an extra $50 discount.
Call the AICPA Service Center at (888) 777-7077 for more information,
or visit www.cpa2biz.com/conferences.
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